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Wellington Next Generation Platform
Targeting structural drivers of economic development

Views expressed are those of the author(s) and are subject to change. Investment thesis reflects the beliefs and expectations of the team and there can be no assurance the thesis has been correctly determined or that investments will be profitable. 

Prior generations vs Next generation

Concentrated growth
Few but large winners; industries, companies 
and individuals

Inclusion 
Broadening base of who benefit from
economic progress

Environmental neglect
Production and consumption without 
accounting for climate costs

Sustainability
Due consideration of the climate cost and 
impact of decisions

Globalization drives down costs
40 year decline in labor/capital costs and 
expansion of supply-chains

Innovation drives down costs
Pressure to increase efficiency in manufacturing 
and service sectors
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Wellington Next Generation Platform
Global theme offering

1Expected to launch in Q1 2023 | 2Under research

AUTOMATION & ROBOTICS

MEDICAL INNOVATION

PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

ENTERPRISE INTELLIGENCE

FINTECH

SMART SECURITY1

CLIMATE MITIGATION

VEHICLES

CLIMATE RESILIENCE

ENERGY TRANSITION

FUTURE OF FOOD

WATER SCARCITY1

CRITICAL RESOURCES2

HEALTHCARE INCLUSION

EDUCATION & LEARNING

VIRTUAL CONSUMER

FINANCIAL INCLUSION

SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE2

SOCIAL EMPOWERMENT2

I N C LU S I O N  I N N O VAT I O N  S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y
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Wellington Next Generation Platform
Investment process

Proprietary theme ranking scorecard applies to themes, not individual securities. The portfolios on the platform may not have a sustainable investment objective. While the evaluation of Sustainability Risks through the analysis of ESG factors is part of the 
investment process, it may not necessarily result in the exclusion of a security. 

T H E M E  
D E S I G N

S E C U R I T Y 
S E L EC T I O N

P O R T F O L I O  
C O N ST R U C T I O N

OBJECTIVE • Seeks long-term structural themes 
that lead to sustainable 
economic development

• Fundamental bottom-up security 
research to identify potential winners 
from each structural theme

• Utilise a risk-based portfolio 
construction to achieve attractive 
risk-return potential

PROCESS
• Identify and assess investible 

themes via a proprietary theme 
ranking scorecard (policy, 
profitability and purity).

• Draws on insights from Wellington’s 
equity research platform and 
sustainable investing team

• Long term thematic exposures are 
balanced using a contribution to risk 
framework, while shorter term 
analysis helps manage the 
investment cycle

OUTCOME • Selection of high conviction themes 
with accompanying universes

• Targeted exposure to companies we 
believe will be thematic winners

• A high active share portfolio, 
balanced across thematic exposures
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Wellington Next Generation Platform
Principles for successful thematic investing

The views expressed are those of Next Generation Thematic team at the date of publication and are subject to change. Other teams may hold different views and make different investment decisions.

We believe that success in thematic investing requires…

• Focus on structural themes, avoiding cyclical themes

• Maintaining high thematic purity

• Ensuring high idiosyncratic risk within themes

• Understanding thematic factor footprints

• Balancing risk across themes
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Important Notice
Wellington Management Company LLP (WMC) is an independently owned investment adviser registered with the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). WMC is also registered with the US Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
(CFTC) as a commodity trading advisor (CTA) and serves as a CTA to certain clients including commodity pools operated by registered commodity pool operators. WMC provides commodity trading advice to all other clients in reliance on 
exemptions from CTA registration. WMC, along with its affiliates (collectively, Wellington Management), provides investment management and investment advisory services to institutions around the world. Wellington Management Group LLP 
(WMG), a Massachusetts limited liability partnership, serves as the ultimate parent holding company of the Wellington Management global organization. All of the partners are full-time professional members of Wellington Management. 
Located in Boston, Massachusetts, Wellington Management also has offices in Chicago, Illinois; New York, New York; Radnor, Pennsylvania; San Francisco, California; Frankfurt; Hong Kong; London; Luxembourg; Madrid; Milan; Shanghai; 
Singapore; Sydney; Tokyo; Toronto; and Zurich.    This material is prepared for, and authorized for internal use by, designated institutional and professional investors and their consultants or for such other use as may be authorized by 
Wellington Management. This material and/or its contents are current at the time of writing and may not be reproduced or distributed in whole or in part, for any purpose, without the express written consent of Wellington Management. This 
material is not intended to constitute investment advice or an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to purchase shares or other securities. Investors should always obtain and read an up-to-date investment services description or 
prospectus before deciding whether to appoint an investment manager or to invest in a fund. Any views expressed herein are those of the author(s), are based on available information, and are subject to change without notice. Individual 
portfolio management teams may hold different views and may make different investment decisions for different clients. While any third-party data used is considered reliable, its accuracy is not guaranteed. Forward-looking statements 
should not be considered as guarantees or predictions of future events. Past results are not a reliable indicator of future results. Wellington assumes no duty to update any information in this material in the event that such information changes.

In Canada, this material is provided by Wellington Management Canada ULC, British Columbia unlimited liability company registered in the provinces of Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Newfoundland and Labrador, 
Nova Scotia, Ontario, Prince Edward Island, Quebec, and Saskatchewan in the categories of Portfolio Manager and Exempt Market Dealer.    In Europe (excluding the United Kingdom and Switzerland), this material is provided by 
Wellington Management Europe GmbH (WME) which is authorized and regulated by the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht - BaFin). This material may only be used in 
countries where WME is duly authorized to operate and is only directed at eligible counterparties or professional clients as defined under the German Securities Trading Act. This material does not constitute investment advice, a 
solicitation to invest in financial instruments or information recommending or suggesting an investment strategy within the meaning of Section 85 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz).    In  the United 
Kingdom, this material is provided by Wellington Management International Limited (WMIL), a firm authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) in the UK (Reference number: 208573). This material is directed only 
at eligible counterparties or professional clients as defined under the rules of the FCA.    In Switzerland, this material is provided by Wellington Management Switzerland GmbH, a firm registered at the commercial register of the canton 
of Zurich with number CH-020.4.050.857-7. This material is directed only at Qualified Investors as defined in the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes Act and its implementing ordinance.    In Hong Kong, this material is provided to 
you by Wellington Management Hong Kong Limited (WM Hong Kong), a corporation licensed by the Securities and Futures Commission to conduct Type 1 (dealing in securities), Type 2 (dealing in futures contracts), Type 4 (advising on 
securities), and Type 9 (asset management) regulated activities. By accepting this material you acknowledge and agree that this material is provided for your use only and that you will not distribute or otherwise make this material 
available to any person.    Wellington Private Fund Management (Shanghai) Limited (WPFM), which is an unregulated entity incorporated in China, is a wholly-owned subsidiary of WM Hong Kong. Wellington Global Private Fund 
Management (Shanghai) Limited (WGPFM) is a wholly-owned entity and subsidiary of WPFM and is registered as a private fund manager with Asset Management Association of China to conduct qualified domestic limited partnership and 
management activities. In mainland China, this material is provided for your use by WPFM, WGPFM, or WMHK (as the case may be).    In Singapore, this material is provided for your use only by Wellington Management Singapore Pte 
Ltd (WM Singapore) (Registration Number 201415544E). WM Singapore is regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore under a Capital Markets Services Licence to conduct fund management activities and deal in capital markets 
products, and is an exempt financial adviser. By accepting this material you represent that you are a non-retail investor and that you will not copy, distribute or otherwise make this material available to any person.    In Australia, 
Wellington Management Australia Pty Ltd (WM Australia) (ABN19 167 091 090) has authorized the issue of this material for use solely by wholesale clients (as defined in the Corporations Act 2001). By accepting this material, you 
acknowledge and agree that this material is provided for your use only and that you will not distribute or otherwise make this material available to any person.    In Japan, Wellington Management Japan Pte Ltd (WM Japan) (Registration 
Number 199504987R) has been registered as a Financial Instruments Firm with registered number: Director General of Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Kin-Sho) Number 428. WM Japan is a member of the Japan Investment Advisers 
Association (JIAA), the Investment Trusts Association, Japan (ITA) and the Type II Financial Instruments Firms Association (T2FIFA).    WMIL, WM Hong Kong, WM Japan, and WM Singapore are also registered as investment advisers 
with the SEC; however, they will comply with the substantive provisions of the US Investment Advisers Act only with respect to their US clients.
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